
Staying True to the Fade

BOBBY HARRIS
Bobby Harris was born in New Albany,Mississippi
and is a Licensed Master Barber/Stylist &
Licensed Educator who Studied Barbering at
Fosters Cosmetology

Sat 2:30PM - 90 Min/ Room 244

Make Your Beards Behave
Sat 2:30PM 90 Min/ Room 243
SHANTE RANDOLPH
Learn how to make beards behave by
softening and taming beards with The
Classic Manhattan, “BOURBON WHISKEY
BEARD SOFTENER CREAM”.
It’s the innovative way to softening your
clients beards. The Classic Manhattan
facial hair grooming course is the golden
ticket for an enviable beard. This three-
step beard care routine features
everything needed to clean, condition,
soften, and style beards. Come and master
the beard grooming experience with
Shante Randolph

The Do’s & Don’ts on cutting
Hair Replacement Units
Sat 12:00PM- 90 Min/ Room 244
NICOLE FERGUSON
Do you know how to achieve a natural
appearance using hair replacement units?
Come learn different techniques &
strategies on proper installation, base
materials & foundations, barber cutting &
blending & more.
Also gain knowledge on how to become a
medical provider and get paid from
medical health insurance for hair
replacement services.

Fade Game Crazy
Sat 12:00PM- 90 Min/ Room 243
TONY TAYLOR THE BARBER
COACH
Make the most out of your Fades by using your
tools in more than just one way. To maximize
the use of your tools will not only save you
time which increases earnings but this
technique can be done with ANY tool from
adjustable clippers, trimmers/liners, and
detachable blade clippers as well. This class
will be highly informative, guaranteed to have
you engaged and fired up to add this to your
skills bank. Let's get it! See you soon!

Barbering 2.0
Sun 10:00AM- 90 Min/ Room 243
MARK FORTIER
Barbering 2.0 – You Don’t Know What You
Don’t Know
This is a class for the season industry
professionals. This class helps the
professional establish a work ethic and
building a clientele to consistently see
growth of income. You will also learn how to
want to be better by going to classes not just
shows. However not only will you learn those
things in the points. I will also re-introduce
the lost art of the barbering industry.
Straight razor shave. I will demonstrate the
proper technique and advance methods to
insure the client enjoys the service and ask
for the service. You will learn to do things the
client can't do at home so they can come
back to your chair. I will show you in this
class how to retail the product that you are
using. The goal of this class is to create an
excitement in the professional to go back to
the chair on Tuesday ready to implement the
new technique and knowledge they have just
gained
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Clipology and Beyond
Sun 3:00PM - 90 Min/ Room 243
J MACK
* Demonstrates using your mechanical tool on
all textures long and short
* its time to get back to business by redefining
how you serve your clients being safe and
healthy.
* How to reinvent yourself from the pandimic.
* How to prepare and become a competition
winner.
* Market and Brand your image.

Trend Cutting on Textured Hair
Sun 10:00AM - 90 Min/ Room 244
KRISTI
Textured hair does not need to be a mystery!
This class will explore the many types of
multicultural hair, the best cutting approach
and optimal tool selection. Kristi Faulkner will
discuss clipper maintenance, client
consultation and use of clippers on multi
textured hair. The artist will demo each of the
WAHL 5 Star tools: Clippers, Trimmers and
Finishers and the proper way to use them in
approaching multi cultural hair types.

The Tools of the Fade
Sun 12:30PM- 90 Min/ Room 244
KRISTI
Garland Fox aka G-Whiz will discuss clipper
maintenance, client consultation and use of
corded and non corded clippers and
trimmers. The artist will complete a fade
haircut using both corded and cordless
clippers and trimmers and illustrate the
reasons both can be used in a barbershop
and salon.

Classic vs. Drop Fades

MR. TAPER
MFrom producer, DJ Khaled to rap legend Nas;
the classic fade has enjoyed popularity for
several years. Many beginning barbers and
stylists have added this creative cut to their
barbering arsenal.Mr. Taper of Barbers Only
Magazine will demonstrate how to complete a
"Classic Bald Fade” and a “Drop Fade” In this
barber class, students will learn:
Proper tools & techniques used for classic
fades
Proper tools and techniques for a Drop Fade
*Hair texture evaluation
*10-15 minute speed tips
*maintenance instructions
+cut transitioning

Sun 12:30PM - 90 Min/ Room 243

Diversity and Inclusion in the
Barbershop
Sun 3:00PM- 90 Min/ Room 244
THE ROBERT BLIGEN
Barbers Inc is a diverse barber shop from
the staff to the clients and it’s intentional.
We opened our first of 8 locations with this
goal in mind. We can show you how to
develop a culture of diversity and inclusion
that feels natural and not forced. Diversity
should be visible from the shop floor to
upper management and even In the
ownership circle. Diversity in the
workplace will cause you to look at every
decision and every conversation from
different perspectives. This is a class you
don’t want to miss. See you there!

Barber Board Exam Prep
Mon 10:00AM- 90 Min/ Room 243
JOHMEL JOLLA
Students will learn elements of the state
barber board exam including cutting
technique, mannequin work and more

Precision in Heels

D. EBONY BROWN
This class will teach precision cuts on any
texture hair. Students will learn to perform
cuts, fades, blend, and block up in 15
minutes..20 minutes tops! Come learn to
decrease the wait time for clients and
Increase your cash flow...TIME IS MONEY!.

Mon 10:00AM - 90 Min/ Room 244
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The Business side is an overlooked yet key
component in the career of a successful
barber or stylist. In this class we will discuss
barber shop & salon ownership. Opening a
barbershop and when and how to expand to
multiple locations. We will discuss the pros
and cons of booth rent, commision and hourly
pay. How to choose a location. how to
negotiate a lease. The differences between
psychographics, demographics, daytime
demographics and night time demographics.
How to build a team and much more

THE ROBERT BLIGEN
Mon 3:00PM- 90 Min/ Room 243

The Business of Barbering and
Beauty 4.0

Steps to take to get barbers from behind
the chair to the corporate office. Interested
in opening up a school or franchising your
own shop? This class will give you the steps
to make that happen.

LARRY E ROBERTS JR.
Mon 12:30PM- 90 Min/ Room 244

Getting From Behind the Barber
Chair 

A Beginners Journey in Barbering
Mon 12:30PM- 90 Min/ Room 243

Teaching the methods of having Like Skills,
Professional Image, and Money saving skills in
the beginning of the journey of becoming a
licensed barber

JOVAN CURRY

10 Minute Blending 1.0
Mon 3:00PM 90 Min/ Room 244
JAYBCUTZ
In hair services, time is money and detail is
meticulous ! For any haircut let me show you
how to produce the "ten-minute blend" that
bears consistency and thorough transitions,
as well as the tools that help you achieve it!
Don't miss it!
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Pricing for Profit: 
How to Generate Five Figures of
Revenue Per Month

Affordable Means Nothing if you cant stay
in business. Are you intimidated by your
own pricing? Are you judging what you
charge based on what others around you
are charging?
Let’s reframe the service many of us are
actually doing in the salon. We are not just
doing hair or providing a style. We are
using years of talent and education to
solve a challenge the client is having with
their hair. 
Working from your Yearly revenue goals
and how/when you desire to work to reach
what your hourly price is; Getting
comfortable with your pricing; Money
blocks and how to overcome them;
Overcoming the need to overgive

AELEISE OLLARVIA

The Business of Hair Loss
Trichology Basics

DESHAWN BULLARD
It’s 2021 and Celebrity women continue to open up
about their HAIR LOSS. Ricki Lake, Jada Pinkett,
Congress Woman Ayanna Pressley and a host of
others have opened up about her hair loss
struggle. Many African American Women are
experiencing hair loss like never before and they
don’t know what to do or where to turn to help.
Salon Pros are on the front line and don't know
what to do so they recommend a weave or wig
which is just a cover up and not the solution.
DeShawn Bullard, a Board Certified Cosmetologist,
Hair Loss Specialist and Hair Wellness Expert, will
cover Trichology Basics and why Hair Loss is BIG
Salon Business and why it's important to become a
Hair Loss Specialist!
This informational seminar will cover:
• Causes of Hair Loss
• Proper Consultation for Clients with Hair Loss
• How to prevent hair thinning, hair breakage and
hair loss
• The importance of getting an annual Scalp
Screening
• The Science of Hair - What really works

Sat 12:00PM - 90 Min/ Room 207

Sat 12:00PM - 90 Min/ Room 208

Prices Up!
Sat 12:00PM - 90 Min./ Room 206
IVAN ZOOT
JoYour prices need to go up. Let's take the fear
out of this important business decision. Let's
use a proven system that gets you the money
you are worth and leaves clients happy to pay.
We will explore every aspect of beauty and
barber service price increases. You will be able
to go home and earn more immediately.

Starting a Hair Care Brand

LOC NATION
Opening a salon; Starting a brand; Getting legal
documentation; Selecting equipment; Salon
location; Retailing
selecting stylist; Training And more

Sat 2:30PM - 90 Min/ Room 206

Let's Get Real About Real Estate
Sat 2:30PM - 90 Min/ Room 207
MICHAEL WOODS
Are you a salon owner who's currently
renting? Do you dream about owning your
own building or salon suites? Are you ready
to make money while you're sleeping? It's
time for you to get from behind the chair and
focus on your future. Learn how Michael
Woods has created a successful salon suite
business in four different states and how
YOU can too! Learn the steps required for
ownership and ideas for creative financing.
Get the blueprint to your own success.

The Salon Surgeons
Sat 12:00PM - 90 Min./ Room 206
LAMONT BROWN & ROSHANDA RICHARDS
There are many preventive measures barbers,
stylist and salon owners could implement to
avoid having business surgery. Unfortunately, a
lot of them are often ignored or devalued. As a
result of those problems, the prognosis calls for
‘The Salon Surgeons’. 21



Change of Plans!
Sun 12:30PM - 90 Min/ Room 207

JoIs business slow, losing customers, no
consistent income, and social media is
choking you, forcing you to get another job?
Now is the time for new ambitions and
initiatives to grow your business and live your
dreams! This workshop will provide you with
the practical tools on, marketing, customer
service, affordable expansion ideas and
more. Online presence, retailing, wholesaling,
and creating virtual wig boutique are just a
few things being covered during this class.
Don't be late!

EUNICE JOHNSONOpen for Business/Securing the Bag
Sat 2:30PM - 90 Min/ Room 208
KAYE FLEWELLEN
Learn how to reclaim old clients and attract
new clients during a global pandemic. This
class will teach you 7 proven strategies to
recession proof your business while creating
buzz and excitement.
You will secure the bag with simple
techniques to increase sales and revenue,
while earning income away from the salon.
This class will be exciting, entertaining but
most of all educational. It is a MUST for any
stylist looking for security and longevity in the
industry.

Legal Tips for Small Business
Owners
Sun 10:00AM - 90 Min./ Room 206
TRACY SANDERS ESQ.
In this seminar, you will learn how to start
and sustain a thriving small business. We
will discuss selecting a corporate entity,
human resources, insurance, taxation, and
social media marketing strategies. You will
receive valuable resources and giveaways.

The Salon University: What School
Didn't Teach You About Thriving in
the Beauty Industry
Sun 12:30PM - 90 Min./ Room 208
KENDRA COSEY
Kendra opened her first salon while in
college, with little money and no experience.
Multiple businesses and thousands of clients
later, she has mastered the Business of
Beauty. Discover the secrets she has used to
make millions and dominate a crowded
industry. Learn how you can too.

"Did You Know You Can Offer
Wellness Services In Your Salon
as Another Stream of Income?"
Sun 10:00AM - 90 Min/ Room 207
ONEWELLBEE
Promoting your salon with an added focus on
wellness after COVID for its clients & staff can
be a positive way of marketing to bring more
steady income for the future.

How to Start a Hair Extension
Business
Sun 12:30PM - 90 Min/ Room 206
MO
This class is designed to introduce students
to the concept of Hair extension
entrepreneurship. Students will acquire the
knowledge of how to get started, and
understand the impact of the hair
extension industry. Students will learn
fundamentals to become successful in the
hair industry. Students will learn the two
sources of where hair comes from, and will
be guided step by step on how to start a
hair extension business. Students will also
learn the most common mistakes made
when first starting a hair extension
business. Company Branding will be
discussed.

Build a Six Figure Wig Business
Through Social Media
Sun 10:00AM - 90 Min/ Room 208
WEAVE GURU
Take your wig business to the next level by
creating social media habits that boost your
sales and followers. Learn how to make your
customers desire your wigs,secure the bag
through your dms & define your wig brand on
social media with simple consistent habits.. 22



Learn how to make unique beauty products
and fragrances you can sell in your salon or
online! Now you can have all the essential
information you need to make and sell your
own line of beauty products.
Developing unique products and fragrances is
easy to do. The research and formulas we
provide eliminate harsh and harmful
chemicals. We also include information on
how to start, manage, grow and market your
new business to success.
Topics:
• Hair Treatments
• Shampoos
• Beard Oils
• Soaps
• Lip Gloss
• Facial Scrubs and more

Why Client Retention Should Be
Your #1 Metric & 4 Ways to
Improve It

JoAs licensed beauty and barbering
professionals, we suffer financially when we
lose a client. So it is
imperative that we keep customers satisfied
and coming back for more. With 60% of the
average book of business turning over every
6-8 years due to stylist relocations, a client
moving, salons closing down, etc., losing a
client means less money in your pocket. But
that was then. Today you have options to
reverse the cycle! Join Dr. Tye Caldwell, a 30-
year industry veteran and award-winning
salon and barbershop owner, as he shares 4
tried-and-true ways how NOT to lose a client
again. As CEO of beauty-tech startup
ShearShare, Dr. Tye has helped tens of
thousands of stylists win in an ever-changing
industry, and he can do the same for you!

Many employers enforce dress and grooming
codes to restrict personal appearance in the
workplace. These regulations have historically
discriminated against Black, Indigenous, and
People of Color (BIPOC). Especially those who
wear natural hair and protective hairstyles. While
employers can monitor personal appearance in
workplace whether live or virtual, there are
limitations. This class provides an overview of
federal, state, and local laws related to hair
texture discrimination in the workplace.
Additionally, there will be a discussion of The
CROWN Act, which has been enacted in New
Orleans.

Is an Empowerment forum for beauty
professionals and entrepreneurs to WIN,
Recover All , Overcome setbacks, discover
your personal power and building from the
ground to create multiple streams of income
as a marketplace influencer. Gary Gereau
gives and imparts both marketplace and faith
based strategies and principles that
guarantees a harvest for you and your
business. “Get yo money Mane “.

Hair extensions are big business! Drastically
increase your revenue by becoming a hair
extensions specialist. Learn how to correctly
price your services, increase your service
speed, automate your marketing and how to
create residual income.

Unlocking the Secrets: 
Beauty Products You Can
Make and Sell
Sun 3:00PM - 90 Min./ Room 207
JUSTIN KACE

Sun 3:00PM - 90 Min/ Room 208
DR. TYE CALDWELL

Hair Texture Discrimination: How
Far Can They Go?
Sun 3:00PM - 90 Min/ Room 206
TRACY SANDERS ESQ.

Get Yo Money Mane in the
Pandemic
Mon 10:00AM - 90 Min/ Room 206
GARY GEREAU

The Six-Figure Stylist
Mon 10:00AM - 90 Min./ Room 208
KENDRA COSEY
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Marketing Your Bizniz to Every
Single Client in a New Way

beautysurgeon
Now that life has changed, we have to find ways to
market our businesses in more creative ways than
ever before to make more money. Some well-kept
secrets will be revealed in the session. Let's do it.

Mon 3:00PM - 90 Min/ Room 207

The Barbering Business:
Shop Ownership & Managment
Mon 3:00PM - 90 Min/ Room 208

This class will teach aspiring and current
barbershop owners how to build clientele,
manage booth renters and financial management
to produce longevity in a professional and sanitary
environment.

Mon 12:30PM - 90 Min./ Room 206
RAMONA WOODS
COVID-19 has taught business owners many
things, the biggest of all being the importance of
knowing and understanding your numbers. What
is the best way to set up your business? What's
the difference between Sole Proprietor, LLC, and
S-Corp? How do you manage the day-to-day
financial operations while growing the business?
Let's talk about money, finances, and business in
the beauty industry with Chief Financial Officer,
Ramona Woods

Understanding Your Numbers

How to Establish and Use
Business Credit
Mon 10:00AM - 90 Min/ Room 207
KNOWLEDGE BY NIKI
Is it going to be your Business or your
Life? That is the question! For too ….many
years small businesses have tried to build
their business by exhausting ALL of their
personal resources. You have paid a so
called “accountant” who doesn’t even set
your business structure correctly.
You’ve tapped out and destroyed you
personal credit trying to build your
businesses NO MORE! It’s time to learn
how to give your business it’s own identity
SEPARATE from you.
This class will teach you how to …
• Set up or convert your legal structure
• Make sure your business bank account is
set up correctly
• Get set up with the business credit
bureaus
• What documentation you’re going to
need at all times

The Beauty School Blueprint
Mon 12:30PM - 90 Min/ Room 208

Join Destiny, Founder of the Beauty School
Blueprint and learn the top 5 strategies to
successful school ownership. School
ownership is driven and strengthened by
community relationships. I this class, Destiny
shares her story of transition and the key
factors to her success in building 2 beauty
schools in the middle of an pandemic. Lastly,
Destiny will help answer questions from
school owners and inspiring school owners
alike to help them move to the next level.

DESTINY COX

NOBLE & PROFESSIONAL
Since the global pandemic shut down in 2020,
many beauty industry individuals learned that
being behind the chair shouldn't be their only
income. Many became creative with launching:
take home styling kits, wigs, mask, virtual classes
and more. These opportunities should not stop
because your business has reopened.
Professional Noble will give you step by step
instructions on how to expand your salon with
your side hustle "your own product brand" from
the vision, to the finished package. You will also
learn common costly mistakes that most product
founders have made which will prevent you from
falling into that same trap. Let's expand!

Expand Your Salon Without
Additional Sq. Ft.
Mon 3:00PM - 90 Min./ Room 206

JOHMEL JOLLA
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Color Grafting The Art of Color
Placement
Sat 12:00PM - 90 Min/ Room 219

The Art of Color Placement will never be a lost
Art. With your wealth of color knowledge take
your color game to another level.
While the world of color is ever-evolving. Hair
color trends seem to change as much as the
weather does and can be just as unpredictable.
To ensure a seamless consultation for stylists
and perfect color for clients, take a peek at our
ultimate guide to hair color placement.

Transformative Color
Sat 12:00PM - 90 Min/ Room 220
MONICA EDMONDS
NAKIA MARTIN
Clients now want purples, blues, orange
sherberts, and of course Granny Hair. Here
you will learn how to transform your clients
hair and achieve any color under the sun.
Create color cocktails, take clients from
lowlights to highlights, and create bright
popping color transformations.

Color Mapping
Sat 2:30PM - 90 Min/ Room 219
TAMMIE B

 It's time to step up your "Behind The
Chair" game, boost your creativity, and
learn how to create head turning looks for
every client! Color map your way to better
understanding hair color, identifying the
client's existing hair color, and to know
how to get desired results, which will
translate into a financial and professional
reward.

Levels! Shades! Tones!
Sat 2:30PM - 90 Min/ Room 220
PATRIC BRADLEY
Patric Bradley is going to challenge your
thoughts and disrupt your color world.
Explore color from a different atmosphere
and let Patric Bradley launch your minds and
creativity into an entirely different zone. Hair
color is Levels, Shades & Tones and Patric’s
knowledge is going to unlock things that have
held you back from being that artist you truly
need to be. Hair color will forever change
after this presentation!

Hair Color Simplified
Sun 12:30PM - 90 Min/ Room 219
JACKIE THE COLOR DIVA
Revealing the basic fundamentals of hair color.
this course will be a blueprint for direction,
help develop skills so that you can deliver
amazing results every time.

Hair Color "You Know the
Basics Let's Make Some Money"
Sun 10:00AM - 90 Min/ Room 220
OLIVIA GARNER
How to Price Hair Color Services, How to
formulate your colors, the difference between
balayage and foiling, Recognizing various hair
textures, porosity, and elasticity and why does
that matter and much more

Color Pop on Textured Curly Hair
Sun 10:00AM - 90 Min/ Room 219
PATRICIA FLOURNOY
This class will demonstrate a approach to
create beautiful vibrant shades on textured
hair while taking CURLS to the next level.
Learn tips for different coloring techniques
on textured hair, and how to create beautiful
texture that will Wow your clients and keep
them coming back.

DERAJ MATTHEWS
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How does hair color works the rules for
color how to know your ingredients how
to mix knowing the color wheel learn
levels and tones learn how to make
beautiful color formulas I will have all the
tools to get you started in the hair color
game

PATRICIA FLOURNOY
This class will demonstrate a approach to
create beautiful vibrant shades on textured
hair while taking CURLS to the next level.
Learn tips for different coloring techniques
on textured hair, and how to create beautiful
texture that will Wow your clients and keep
them coming back.

This class will help the stylist perfect their
blonding techniques; teach more
methods to achieve blonde. This class is
for you if you're wondering why your
blondes are brassy and never sassy and if
you're looking for more cool and neutral
blondes

CHRIS NOBLE
Hair color and temporary straight natural
hair are two services in high demand. Hi-lift
color processes and heat are normally a
recipe for a disaster. This class will be packed
with information and demonstrations on
how to: formulate, apply and achieve desired
colors results, formulate strengthening
cocktails and how to use heat in
transforming curly textures into silky straight
hair. After this class your income has no
choice but to DOUBLE!

The Natural hair tones and oxidative colors,
cutting and texture by understanding the PH
balance to uplift students learning the
process of Color. The Secrets of formulation
on texture hair is the most commonly used
to developed (oxidizing method) in the color
industry. Advance Hair Color application and
color correction stylist/barbers to create
bold New looks for Life texture Hair.

DEE CLAY
Covering Gray hair can be a mystery, if you do
not have the right keys. This class will provide the
keys to unlock proper Gray coverage, creating
Gray tones , and minimizing existing Grays.

beautysurgeon
Techniques to color hair blonde or otherwise in
a post-pandemic era. Our new normal is the way
to move forward to maximize your profits. Come
look and learn some novel concepts developed
during the lock-down.
Fast profits using simple color techniques.
"Color is a power which directly influences the
soul."

Hair Coloring for Beginners
Back to Basics 101
Sun 12:30PM - 90 Min/ Room 220
OLIVIA GARNER

Color Pop on Textured Curly Hair
Mon 10:00AM - 90 Min/ Room 219

The Art of Blonding
Sun 3:00PM - 90 Min/ Room 220
JACKIE THE COLOR DIVA

#Color #Blowout
Sun 3:00PM - 90 Min/ Room 219

The Hair Color Texture and Tones
Mon 10:00AM - 90 Min/ Room 220
HARRY KNOX

Unlocking the "Gray Zone"
Mon 12:30PM - 90 Min./ Room 220

Pandemic Platinum
Mon 12:30PM - 90 Min./ Room 219
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Baby It's the Bob for Me!
Sat 2:30PM - 90 Min./ Room 222
JERMONE DEMONTE'
Wet cut dry cut razor & slither your way to
top with bobs in 15 minutes or less
This class will show you to get your dollars
and recognition in minutes with jerome
Demonte cutting tools whether it’s long &
choppy short & sleek or Asymmetric this
class will have your adrenaline going and
ready to get Toby our clients and cut cut cut
your life way step out of this class feeling
advanced confidant and ready to take you
skills to the next level

MPACT BEAUTY Connect
Cutting and Color
Sat 12:00PM - 90 Min./ Room 222
MICHELINE BARBER
Learning a combination of freehand cutting
, texturizing ,and color placement
techniques to create shape and contour
color. Connect the dots with cutting and
color .Mpactfully

Patric delivers!!! Bobs on Bobs on
Bobs on Bobs
Sun 12:30PM - 90 Min./ Room 222
Patric delivers!!!
Bobs on Bobs on Bobs on Bobs…. Patric cuts
bobs horizontally & vertically, increased &
decreased Bobs. Patric gives you A-Line and
Bobs full of movement plus volume. You want
Bobs on steroids, you got it!!! Your Bob game is
about to change.
This class is going to be pure Cutting
EXCITEMENT!!!

French Girl Bob (THE CUT)
Sat 12:00PM - 90 Min./ Room 223
WINSTON BENNETT
Popularized by the French in the 20th
century (Coco Channel)
A classic timeless look that's extremely
popular...
Diishevleled - Chic - Architexture Hair...
Rarely will you find a French women with
perfectly styled hair
A messy Bed head effect is always the look
of the day...
The Cut is Essential to achieving this
ICONIC Classic look...
Join Winston Bennett as he shares his
Globally Distinctive Technique on achieving
the perfect French Bob...

Conceive It...Construct It..Cut It!!
Sat 2:30PM - 90 Min./ Room 223

Stop the guessing game, it's time to build a
system that personifies you!! A simple
systematic approach will help you navigate to
a perfect ending. Don't continue getting lost in
the maze, when there is an easy solution. As
simple as 1, 2, 3, or a, b, c. Join Freddiej as she
helps you implement anplan of action to more
constructive cutting

FREDDIEJ

Let's Bond Together
Sun 10:00AM - 90 Min./ Room 222
KIMBERLY DENISE
How to create a natural looking weave with razor
cutting"
In this class you will learn all the techniques on how to
properly cut a weave to achieve a natural short pixie
cut. You will also learn different blending and track
placement techniques."

Pixie Perfect
Sun 10:00AM - 90 Min./ Room 223
MONICA EDMONDS
Precise hair cutting can seem so intimidating;
especially on thick or textured hair! Pixie Perfect is
a systematic approach to creating the perfect
pixie cut using a heated razor and shears. Use
angles, guidelines, create weight, layers, flow and
body easily and efficiently.
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Pixie Precision Reloaded

ADRIAN TABB
If you're in love with short hair and you're
looking to take your style to an edgier
plateau join us in Pixie Precision Reloaded.
We will discuss tool usage, product
knowledge, cutting and quick styling
techniques to maximize your time and
income!

Mon 10:00AM - 90 Min./ Room 222

The global pandemic of 2020 sent the world
into turmoil, resulting in a Paradigm Shift. We
must embrace and adapt to an unparalleled
new normal. Haircutting had transformed and
redirected to a new plateau...sharp lines and a
cleaner, concise form. Join Freddiej as she
guides you through this new and exciting
transition of Haircutting.

The Transition of Haircutting

FREDDIEJ
Sun 3:00PM - 90 Min./ Room 222

Looking at the movement of a Basic objective
three-dimensional form, by Detailing textures
color and cutting characteristics analysis. The
Abstract level students will see a step beyond by
objects of relationships with Horizontal, Vertical,
and Diagonal lines form. This Class will take
students to advance level Cutting.

HARRY KNOX
Mon 12:30PM - 90 Min./ Room 222

The Razor Cutting Elements
Blending, Detailing and Abstract
Analysis

In this course, you'll go through a full-scale of
cutting techniques–learning how to identify
client needs, develop well-researched cutting
techniques, and craft an effective path to
haircutting.

Picking Up Where We Left Off

ANTONIO TARRELL
Sun 3:00PM - 90 Min./ Room 221

IIn this course Antonio will illustrate advance
cutting techniques to help enhance the
dramatic effects of comb placement through
angles, distribution, and panel creation. You
will explore a variety of interdisciplinary
techniques when applied correctly.

The Visual Understanding of
Techniques

ANTONIO TARRELL
Mon 10:00AM - 90 Min./ Room 217
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ANDIS Tignon Drop
Sun 10:00AM-11:30AM/ Room 245
KATRICE THOMPKINS &
ERIC CHEEK 

ANDIS Modern Day Frederick 
 Douglass
Sat 12:00PM-1:30PM/ Room 245
KATRICE THOMPKINS &
ERIC CHEEK 

ANDIS Social Media Marketing
Sat 2:30PM-4:00PM/ Room 245
ANGEL RAWS

Cutting Curls Correctly with Andis, Embracing
Heritage & the Natural Beauty of Multi-Cultural
Textured Hair Embrace the natural beauty of
textured hair! You’ll learn how to properly
analyze textured hair while acquiring an
understanding of different hair patterns and
how to cut them properly. Gain the confidence
to work on any hair type that you encounter.
This workshop will provide you with in-depth
instruction on how to achieve a structured
shape using Andis clippers, trimmers and
shaver. Get ready to bring out the natural
beauty of your client using specific techniques
crafted especially for multi-cultural textured
hair. Participants will be provided with a
mannequin head to participate hands-on.

Learn how to create videos, photos, and
more to bring your social media
marketing game to the top! Andis
Educator, Angel Raws, will share his
hottest tips and tricks to create content
that gains likes, shares and follows.
Angel will teach you what equipment you
need and how to use it. Don’t miss the
chance to learn how to increase your
business revenue with best in class
marketing!

Cutting Curls Correctly with Andis, Embracing
Heritage & the Natural Beauty of Multi-Cultural
Textured Hair
Embrace the natural beauty of textured hair!
You’ll learn how to properly analyze textured
hair while acquiring an understanding of
different hair patterns and how to cut them
properly. Gain the confidence to work on any
hair type that you encounter. This workshop will
provide you with in-depth instruction on how to
achieve a structured shape using Andis clippers,
trimmers and shaver. Get ready to bring out the
natural beauty of your client using specific
techniques crafted especially for multi-cultural
textured hair.
Participants will be provided with a mannequin
head to participate hands-on

ANDIS Beards
Sun 12:30PM-2:00PM/ Room 245
DANNY AMORIM

Andis Educator, Danny Amorim will take you
through a proper way to consult with clients on
the best shape or “frame” of beard for their face.
By the end of the class, you will be able to provide
a comprehensive beard consultation, know which
tools to use and when to use them. Includes tips
on caring for beards, tool maintenance and
storage.
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All Hair Matters
Sun 12:30PM - 90 Min./ Room 240
MARVIN HAYES
BB Pro has unveiled the secret to TEXTURES,
CURLS, and CHEMICALS. Innovative products
and tools produce a synergy that continues to
produce flourishing hair whether relaxed,
natural, or weaving installation. Hair behavior
is knowing how it instantly reacts to products,
tools, humidity, tension, and heat. "What Lies
Beneath" determines the integrity of each
strand. Thinning and Lifeless hair has been a
major setback in the beauty industry. Join BB
Pro in taking a stand against it! Together we
will take a stand and get our industry back on
track. Come find out which relaxers,
shampoos, conditioners, and styling products
are best suited for your clients and have the
ability to achieve the maximum performance
needed. BE THE SOLUTION AND NOT THE
PROBLEM!
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Advanced Loc Maintenance

LOC NATION
Give detailed information on how to advance in
doing a loc maintenance to increase revenue
and clientele. Show students how to increase
efficiency so they can take in more clients on a
daily basis

Sat 12:00PM - 90 Min/ Room 209

The Phases of Hair Growth
Sat 2:30PM - 90 Min/ Room 210
STAICE ROSE CREATIONS
In this session you will gain a better
understanding of the three different hair growth
phases. Learn how a balance diet, hereditary and
medical conditions can have both a positive and
negative effect on your clients.

It's the Curl for Me!
Sat 2:30PM - 90 Min/ Room 209
SISTAH NANDI
If hair is your passion that’s an amazing
start and most likely you're moving in the
right direction! But hair is so general. So,
what is it about hair that “does it for
you?” For me, it’s the curls! I became a
trailblazer and an innovator with the
creation of hair products for curling
textured hair. Join this workshop, so I can
share with you the secrets to creating,
designing, and branding your Niche
product. So, whatever your lane is, at the
end of this workshop it’ll be safe for all of
us to say “It was the Niche for me!

Curl Integrity: Stopping Curl
Memory Loss
Sat 12:00PM- 90 Min./ Room 210
RHEA PETTWAY
Welcome to the world of curls! Embracing
textured curls is becoming essential to a
hair professional these days, and you
need to know what you’re doing! In this
class we’ll go over all the healthy hair
options and techniques to use for proper
health of your clients curls. Learn about
texture trimming, stretching, hydrating,
conditioning, treatments, and styling on
curly strands. By the end of this class you
will have a better understanding of curls
and ALL the tools needed in building a
clientele in the Texture market!

Learn How to Moisturize Your
Dry Natural Hair and Start
Retaining Length
Sun 10:00AM - 90 Min./ Room 209
KINKY CURLY BEAUTY
So many suffer with dry hair although they’re
moisturizing. But often times they’re not
moisturizing properly which can cause breakage,
excessive shedding and stunted growth. In this
seminar I will teach methods that will moisturize
your hair properly, resulting in healthy kinks and
could all while also retaining length.

Install, Style, & Groom Locs Boot
Camp 101
Sun 12:30PM - 90 Min./ Room 221
MZ LADY LOX
One day boot camp is designed to obtain
knowledge on loc styling, hair loc precision, loc
maintenance, loc grooming, and building
techniques to ensure that hair care
professionals walk away with an array of skills
to offer services to clients with all types of
natural hair textures. During class all
demonstrations will be done on mannequin
heads or models.

Beauty by Bekuh - The Crochet
Connection
Sun 10:00AM - 90 Min./ Room 210
BEAUTY BY BEKUH
In this session, I will be teaching the most
updated and professional techniques in Crochet
braiding. Invisible #360CrochetWeave technique
and my #BahamaTwists illusion techniques that
are used to perfect installs using handmade
crochet bundles from
www.shopcrochetbundles.com. This, also being
my brand that I would love to debut and
showcase as a vendor.
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Learn How to Create the Perfect
Flat Twist with Natural Hair

Kinky curly natural hair needs moisture to
thrive. Learn how to create beautiful styles
with natural hair in its natural state.

Over the last eleven years of working with
tightly curly haired women around the country,
I have come to the conclusion that there is
desperate need for more specialists. Tightly
curly + natural hair clients are driving across
state lines and flying across the country seeking
knowledgeable and trusted professionals to
partner with. They are bypassing thousands of
local salons, and likely yours too, in order to get
the care they need. This is insane right?!
Adding the care, cutting, and styling of tightly
curly hair to your repertoire as a multi-textural
stylist is a lucrative game changer and Tweak
The Tight Curl Technique is your foundational
introductory course to the world of
Cut It Kinky ™, the first education + mentoring
program for tightly curly care practitioners.
In this class we cover our theory and
philosophy of care, brand agnostic product
recommendations, along with demonstrating
cutting techniques we use in the salon.

Nakia Martin will show you proper hydration
techniques for natural hair. The key to
maintaining healthy, hydrated hair is the
products and the technique. Get the list of
items to avoid in your natural client's hair.
From a twist out to a silk press, come learn
how to hydrate all textures and styles in our
class.

NAKIA MARTIN
How do you create a silky look on natural hair
without a relaxer, keratin, or a smoothing
system? We show you step-by-step how to create
the silkiest silk press you’ve ever achieved that
will actually last for your client. Learn proper
hydration techniques and how to give your client
that ‘Glass Hair’ look.

Blowouts are the most popular service in the
natural hair/salon trend. Providing this
service, keeping the hair straight until
shampoo day and ensuring the hair's natural
curl pattern isn't damaged are all obstacles
every client faces. Chris will give you proven
methods on achieving straight silky hair while
strengthening it with heat and no curl
damage. FYI- This is a "chemical free" class.

Mastering a Healthy Silk Press
Mon 10:00AM - 90 Min/ Room 209
SHAY STANLEY
Mastering A Healthy Silk Press Class will cover
the steps behind the very Popular Natural Hair
Straightening technique. Learn the skills to
carefully transform your client's beautiful coils
and curls to silky bouncing and behaving Hair.
I will cover strategies to to build on your ticket
by providing more value to your current
clients as well as marketing strategies. I will
also cover content building and social media
Marketing for your Silk press Services.

Sun 12:30PM - 90 Min./ Room 209
KINKY CURLY BEAUTY

Tweak the Tight Curl Technique

AELEISE OLLARVIA
Sun 3:00PM - 90 Min./ Room 209

Stop Oiling! Start Hydrating!
Sun 12:30PM - 90 Min./ Room 210
NAKIA MARTIN

Silkiest Silk Press
Sun 3:00PM - 90 Min./ Room 210

#Blowout

CHRIS NOBLE
Mon 10:00AM - 90 Min/ Room 210
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Unlocing the Secrets: The Art of
Loc Units & Reconstruction
Mon 12:30PM - 90 Min./ Room 210
JUSTIN KACE
Individuals with Locs are greatly impacted by
hair loss too which can affect one’s self-image
and self-esteem. We will show you how to
become a Loc Unit & Loc Reconstruction
specialist. Gain knowledge on how to perform
this seamless service, how much to charge,
client consultations, tools and supplies
needed and so much more…
Topics:
• Tools and Supplies Needed
• ManWeave Technique
• Maintenance Technique
• Removal Technique
• Marketing Strategies

Natural hair and locs have become one of the
most in-demand hairstyles in the world among
diverse cultural groups. Mastering the art of loc
maintenance and styling can serve as a highly
profitable skill set. In this class, you will learn
how to flat two-strant twist braid with and
without extensions, straight to loc techniques,
starter locs with comb coils, and loc
maintenance using palm roll and interlocking
methods. Join Tara Miller straight from Nassau,
Bahamas as she teaches you proper natural
hair care and loc maintenance.

Mastering Loc Maintenance
Mon 3:00PM - 90 Min./ Room 209
TARA MILLER

The T.E.A. of Transition
Mon 12:30PM - 90 Min./ Room 209
THE HAIR GODDESS
Sip on the TEA to Transitional Hair. In this
Educational Forum you will learn.
Techniques on Textures
Etiquette in Evaluations and
Attention to Detailed Applications.
Bring an Empty CUP to be poured into.

New Consciousness in Curls,
Coils & Kinks
Mon 3:00PM - 90 Min./ Room 210

MINDY & MORGAN
Mother and Daughter

Look and learn instruction of the incredible
global shift we are all experiencing about a new
consciousness of textured hair.
This lesson is a natural hair course on the
theory, 'Water is Moisture” and how to achieve a
defined twist out look without doing a twist out.
It includes a kinky curly haircut demo to show
how an afro can be transformed into a long
defined texture look.
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Pandemic Bounce Back with
VO'NEL
Sat 2:30PM - 90 Min./ Room 228
TREVONDA VO'NEL HENDERSON
Are you ready to bounce back and level up?
This course is designed to walk you step by
step on how to grow your brand, grow your
social media outlets and marketing
strategies to bounce back during and after
the Pandemic. Come and gain all the
essential information you need to get the
success you deserve in 2021.

BTS Hair Care on Film and
Television Sets..(ONE on ONE
with Wankaya)
Sat 12:00PM - 90 Min./ Room 228

How to get into film and television on the
east coast and west coast, behind the scene
hair care in the film industry, what
department heads are looking for when
hiring their teams, how to bring a character
to life, transitioning from the salon to a set,
and film product knowledge.

WANKAYA

Social Media Tips and
Magazine Presence
Sun 10:00AM - 90 Min./ Room 228
MARLETTE ROBINSON
This class will serve as a learning tool to how
to present yourself on multiple media
platforms. Magazines, Micro-Chips, Pod-Cast
and even commercials. Knowing the tools that
are effective and within reach with building
your clientele.

Rediscovering ME
Sun 12:30PM - 90 Min./ Room 228
MR. GLASS
Covid 19 has ravaged our country, community
and businesses. In the midst of the worse of
times we were pushed into innovation. If it were
not for the Pandemic, I never would’ve pivot.

Stop Procrastinating and Start
Your Beauty Empire
Sun 3:00PM - 90 Min./ Room 228
Do you want to start your own Beauty Brand
Empire? This class is what you need! In this class
we will focus on the why, how, what, and when
to starting your own Beauty Empire. Whether
you are creating your lash line, cosmetic line,
skin care line, or hair extension line, You will
learn valuable lessons to implement in your
million dollar business! 2021 is your year to
build and grow. NO MORE FEAR! Come and get
the information you need to build and grow
your brand with CONFIDENCE. You can and YOU
WILL WIN! Let’s win together! So STOP
PROCRASTINATING & let’s start your beauty
empire NOW!

Wealth Creation
Mon 10:00AM - 90 Min./ Room 228
I AM ROB WILSON
Your money is a seed. You will develop a deeper
understanding of financial principles on seed
and harvest (economics). Wealth Creation is
about stewardship, legacy, tithes, savings, debt
reduction and wealth accumulation. We bring it
to life in a really powerful way that will influence
the management of your money. You will
receive a financial insight designed specifically
for your household to eliminate student loans,
mortgage debt and build a saving like never
before.
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Beauty After COVID
Mon 3:00PM - 90 Min./ Room 228
MICHAEL WOODS
With all the changes that have taken place in
the beauty industry over the past 12-18
months, how does one move forward in this
new reality? Let's talk about the state of the
industry, how COVID-19 affected everyone, and
how do you still make an impact and still create
generational wealth for our families even
through the pandemic.

The Huddle

G.I. THE HAIR DOCTOR
Have you ever had an idea or a longing to
accomplish something in life that's bigger than
you? Rather it was becoming an entrepreneur
owning your own Barbershop, writing a book, or
developing your very own holistic health care
line. The Holistic Problem Solver Team would like
to help you turn those dreams into reality. Come
join us as we share with you the in's and out's of
accomplishing your dream. Our panel will share
with you how they have turned their very words
into profits, and purpose. Your story is our story.

Mon 12:30PM - 90 Min./ Room 228
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EHC Glam Studio Microblading
and Microshading Combo Class
Sat 12:00PM - 4:00PM/ Room 225-227
DEANNA LYNETTE
EHC Glam Studio training class will teach you all
the fundamentals of microblading and
microshading. Which are semi-permanent
tattoo procedures of the eyebrows. You will
learn hands on training as well as watch a live
model demo. You will receive a starter kit with a
variety of and tools. You will learn about
business management and marketing. Hygiene
standards and safety instructions. You will
receive a certificate of completion at the end of
the class. And ongoing mentorship from the
instructor.

Class Course Material
* Intro to Microblading and Microshading 
* Hands-on Training and Theory
* Color Theory
* Skin Anatomy
* Ink Selection
* Eyebrow shaping
* Microblading and Microshading stroke
patterns
* Equipment and tool knowledge
* Hygiene and safety standards
* Healing process
* Sanitation and sterilization
* Aftercare instructions
* Client Consultations
* Eyebrow measurement
* Permit Licensing and State Regulations

Tools Needed:
Pen
Pencil
Notebook for taking notes

Price: $850
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DCI Academy Wax Pro 101

DESTINY COX
This course navigates the beauty
professionals through the world of waxing
that all beauty pros should take a look at this
explosive trend that many are leaving money
on the table. Destiny shows you how to add
new express waxing services to your menu.
This class will discuss pre and post regimens
of hair removal, products and talk about the
latest craze " brazilian waxing". Do not miss
this power packed class, taught by an
licensed professional and owner of RED WAX
BAR & DCI ACADEMY School of Aesthetics.

Sat 12:00PM - 120 Min/ Room 221

Price: $199
Tools Needed: Tweezers, Notebook, pen or
pencil

State Board Practical
Sat 2:30PM - 5:30PM/ Room 221

State Board Training Curriculum
COSBAR 203 B Practical
Course Description
Introduces the fundamental theory and
practices of State Board for Cosmetologist,
Barbers and Nail Technologist. Emphasis will
be placed on Written and Practical best
practices. Topics include health and safety
standards.
(Breakout sessions by discipline)
**Facilitator Required to Hold Instructor
License; Competency Areas Hours; Health and
Safety Class 3; Barber State Board Overview
Cosmetology State Board Overview
Nail Technology State Board Overview
Blood Exposure Procedure

COSBAR EDUCATION

Price: $150
Tools Needed: Pen, Paper and Notebook



Manufacturing Custom Units
Sun 10:00AM - 90 Min./ Room 221
TARSHA WOODS
From stitches to riches, this hands on course is
for those who are ready to open their own wig
store or start their own wig line. Wigs are the
new weave! Cut out the middleman and gain
unlimited earning potential by manufacturing,
distributing, and retailing your own custom
units. You will construct and customize both
the lace frontal wig and the U part wig in class
which you can later sell to recoup your
investment! We will also discuss the use of
proper foundations for various units,
marketing tips, and strategic pricing. Wig
making kit with vendors list included. 

Price: $299
Tools Needed: (4) Hair Bundles; (1) 13x4
Lace Frontal; (1) Wig Block (any size)
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Microblading Intensive covers all you need
to know to make 100k a year. This eyebrow
microblading course was carefully designed
to be a hands-on seminar that was created
to introduce our students to everything
about microblading. Additionally, all of our
students will have the invaluable
opportunity to get microblading kits as well
as marketing materials, consent forms, and
continued support to ensure their success
after our microblading training course.
You'll Learn:
Sanitation:
- Hand Washing & PPE
- Procedure Tray
- Machine, Needles, & Sharp Objects
- Procedure Bed or Reclining Chair
- Trash Handling
Microblading
- Procedure Supply List
- Pigment Mixtures
- Client Consultation
- Proper Hand Techniques
- After Care
- Touch-up
Additional Info
- Disqualified Clients
- Tattoo License Requirements
- Business License Related Resources
- Client Waiver Forms + COVID 19 Waiver
Form
- Marketing Tips & Tricks
- What Should you Charge
- Previous Brow Tattoos
& More!

Microblading Intensive: by
Bovanti Beauty
Sun 12:30PM - 4:30PM
Room 225-227

MARQUEL JAVONTEI

Price: $799
Tools Needed: Rubber Practice
Training Tattoo Head (can be
found on Amazon for $10), Paper
and Pen



Human Hair Loc Extensions
Sun 3:00PM - 120 Min./ Room 221
MZ LADY LOX
This class will teach the different techniques to
extend , repair and Reattaching human Locs.
Hands on participation is encouraged.

Manufacturing Custom Units 
Mon 10:00AM - 2:00PM/ Room 221
TARSHA WOODS
From stitches to riches, this hands on course
is for those who are ready to open their own
wig store or start their own wig line. Wigs
are the new weave! Cut out the middleman
and gain unlimited earning potential by
manufacturing, distributing, and retailing
your own custom units. You will construct
and customize both the lace frontal wig and
the U part wig in class which you can later
sell to recoup your investment! We will also
discuss the use of proper foundations for
various units, marketing tips, and strategic
pricing. Wig making kit with vendors list
included. Please bring (4) hair bundles, (1)
13x4 lace frontal, and wig block of any size.

Tools Needed: 
(4) Hair Bundles
(1) 13x4 Lace Frontal
(1) Wig Block (any size)

Price: $299

Price: $250
Tools Needed: 
Afro Kinky Mannequin Head is preferred
Comb for parting
Crochet Tool (We will have some but
encourage students to bring their own)
Open mind for learning
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Short Hair University

CUT QWEEN
My teaching technique will include a basic
Short cut molding and Styling. The Demo
would give stylist a opportunity to brush up on
a basic Short hair cut and style.

Sat 12:00PM - 4:00PM/ Room 240

10X Your Wig Business

DANIEL KOYE
Do you want to know why there are stylists
out there getting thousands of dollars for 1
wig? In this look-n-learn demonstration, I will
show you how to increase your client
retainability, create a better product, how to
charge your worth for your services, and
make more money doing less work! 
Increase Your Skills: Learn to take your
current wig-making skills to the next level!
Create Better Products for Your Clients: Don’t
waste your time making the wrong product
for your client. Instead, wighack them to be
exactly what they want.
Learn How to Breakdown Your Business:
There are so many options for people who do
wigs to get MONEY and so many times people
don’t know all the options or how to
implement them in their business.
We will go over the Wighacking technique to
teach you how to work smarter not harder
and create real profitability and scalability in
your business.

Sun 10:00AM - 90 Min./ Room 240

State Board
Mon 10:00AM - 90 Min. / Room 240
COSBAR EDUCATION
State Board Training Curriculum
COSBAR 203.A – Introduction to State Board
Testing Theory
Course Description
Introduces the fundamental theory and practices
of State Board for Cosmetologist, Barbers and Nail
Technologist. Emphasis will be placed on Written
and Practical best practices. Topics include health
and safety standards.
(Breakout sessions by discipline)
**Facilitator Required to Hold Instructor License
Competency Areas Hours
Health and Safety Class 3
Barber State Board Overview
Cosmetology State Board Overview
Nail Technology State Board Overview
Blood Exposure Procedure

Shay Slay’s Side Piece Session
Mon 12:30PM - 90 Min. / Room 240
SHAY SLAY
In this class, students will learn how to create this
unique and innovative wig from start to finish. In
the look and learn class, students will learn how to
properly and safely apply a wig cap, how to cut
and glue tracks, accurate track placement,
properly install seamless clips and how to style the
unit.

Price: $100
Tools Needed: Pen, Paper and
Laptop

Price: $150
Tools Needed: Pen, Paper and
Notebook

Price: $150
Tools Needed: Pen, Paper and
Notebook

Tools Needed: Pen, Paper and
Notebook

Price: $149.99
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Second Skin - A Flawless
Foundation Application
Sat 2:30PM - 90 Min/ Room 238
JALIA PETTIS
All makeup artistry starts with great skin prep
which then leads to a flawless foundation
application. Understanding varying skin types,
the proper products to prep the skin, utilizing
the color wheel to neutralize or correct,
selecting the appropriate foundation match,
creating natural dimension and setting will yield
a visibly effortless result.

Beauty & the Brush Makeup
Class: Presented by Bovanti
Beauty
Sat 2:30PM - 90 Min/ Room 235
MARQUEL JAVONTEI
Bovanti Cosmetics believes that makeup
should be beautiful, naturally and simply
enhance your natural beauty. Celebrity
MUA Marquel Javontei shares her
expertise in step-by-step tutorials, using
models with a range of skin tones. You’ll
learn how to choose the perfect
foundation, do a smoky eye, highlight &
contour, a statement lip, and take your
look from day to night. But most
importantly, you’ll learn how to feel
confident in your own skin.

Press On Amazing Nails
Sat 12:00PM - 90 Min/ Room 238
MESHAWNA CAFFIE
Amazing Press on Nails. Are your
clients too busy to sit for a full set of
acrylic nails? Learn how to make
amazing press on nails for clients be
an excellent way to more money in
retail.

Advance Tinting & Brow
Lamination 
Sat 12:00PM -90 Min/ Room 235
MZ. WANDA THE GLAM GURU
Come and learn how to properly map out
brows for any service. Join us as we demo
corrective techniques for tinting and brow
waxing & lamination.

Lashes for Beginners
Sun 10:00AM - 90 Min/ Room 235
STAYCI THE BARBER
Lashes have become so popular why not
learn a new skill to help you grow your
clientele. In this class you will learn how to
apply lashes. Cluster, individual, and strip
lashes. We will touch a little on lash lifts and
tinting. This is a great high paying service to
add to any ticket. I will also teach you how to
grow your clientele through social media and
how to target everyone wanting lashes.

The "Money" Makeover
Sun 10:00AM - 90 Min/ Room 238
MAKEUP MADNESS BY CHERRY
There’s a certain makeover that will set your
work apart from the rest. I call it the
“MONEY” makeover! Join celebrity makeup
artist,Cherry, as she teaches step by step
what products to use and how to complete
the look that brings in the most bank!
Increase your social media traffic and
presence with this type of makeover alone.
IT’S “WHERE THE MONEY RESIDES!”
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Got Nails University's
Ombre Technique

Have you ever had a problem achieving
smoothness when transitioning color? I have
mastered the perfect way to achieve
contrast shades when creating ombré nails.
This proven method will not only improve
your skills in ombré, but will also cut down a
significant amount of time while achieving
the look. No clear acrylic, no extras, just
pure execution.

Sun 12:30PM - 90 Min/ Room 235

The Joy of Pedicures
Sun 12:30PM - 90 Min/ Room 238

Why pedicures are important? Different
types you can offer based off your clients.
Quick express pedicure demo.

GOT NAILS BY COCO

NIQUE

So You Want to Be in the
Hair Replacement Biz!
Sun 3:00PM -90 Min/ Room 238
SMILEY HAIRBIZZ
Look & Learn Hair Replacement on a man and
a woman. Introduction to the business side of
opening and running a successful Hair Loss
center. Topics are: Hair loss, Hair Restoration
and Growth, Hair Replacement, and
Micropigmentation. Business- structuring the
business, choosing a location, understanding
your competitors, S.O.P.'s, getting your own
product lines, Financial decisions-How to track
the numbers, Client Profiles, Educating your
Staff-Specialists, Marketing, Planning, Taxes
and so much more.

Learn Medical Pedicures Using
EFile
Sun 3:00PM - 90 Min/ Room 235
JAE WILSON FULCHER
Learn what is medical pedicures - is it just
trending or here to stay. Learn who gets
medical pedicures and all that is involve in
getting a medical pedicure. Learn the
benefits of why we use an E•file for medical
pedicures verses the standard way using
hand file and buffers in the service and lastly
Learn how to gain this new skill-set and fit
into this trillion dollar industry to increase
your bottom line as a licensed professional.
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Got Nails University's
Beginner Air Brush
Ombre Technique 101

GOT NAILS BY COCO
To cover beginner Airbrush techniques
ombre, layering stencils, gel polish
application with acrylic paint. Long lasting
Airbrush nail art techniques.

Foundation is Key:
Acrylic Nail Enhancement Basics

THE NAILYANISTA
In this class The NailYaNista will share her
tips and techniques to perform an acrylic set
of nails. From sanitation to the finished
product.

Mon 10:00AM - 90 Min/ Room 235

Mon 12:30PM - 90Min/ Room 235

Dermaplane Class
Mon 10:00AM - 90 Min/ Room 238
ELIZABETH ST JOHN
Dermaplaning is a physical exfoliation that
utilizes a surgical steel blade designed to
scrape away accumulated dead skin cells
and vellous ( peach Fuzz) hair. It is a
comfortable relaxing procedure that can be
combined with other services to improve
their efficiency and the results are
immediate.

Class is in session! Learn all there is to know about
eyebrows: Eyebrow Shaping, Eyebrow Correction,
and the Business of Eyebrows with the one and only
Inga Bailey of Inga Bailey Brows! No matter what you
want to do in the eyebrow industry, this class will
give Inga will teach you the basics of eyebrow
theory, while showing you her top-of-the-line
shaping technique. Come ready to take notes and
ask any and every question pertaining to eyebrow
shaping. After this course, you will not only
understand the eyebrows, but you will have the
tools and knowledge to able to shape and correct
any type of eyebrow.

The Fundamentals of Eyebrow
Shaping

INGA BAILEY-HEDGE
Mon 3:00PM - 90 Min/ Room 235

EFile Your Medical Pedicures
Class 101
Mon 12:30PM - 90 Min/ Room 238
JAE WILSON FULCHER
Medical Pedicures will be the way of the
future. This class will provide you with what
to look for while providing a medical
pedicure. How to use the E•File using hands-
on techniques, where to find work and a
certificate of completion.

The "Weekend" Beauty
Mon 3:00PM - 90 Min/ Room 238
MAKEUP MADNESS BY CHERRY
The Weekend Beauty course teaches everyday
women how to tap into their inner artist and
create a flawless looks for a day party or even a
night time gala! From Brow Sculpting to Color
Correction via the color wheel, you will learn it
ALL! This class is specifically created to
encourage enthusiasts to go that EXTRA step
that a pro artist would while doing their own
face.
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By popular demand, pin curls, waves and
more waves are ruling the runways. Betty
Boop did it then and we are now doing it
again. Come learn the latest soft and
creative pin-up style referred to as the Betty
Boop Collection.

We have came full circle in trend setting
looks ,,,In this class we will talk about all
things UP ,,,, UPDOS , PonyTAILS ... the
PINLESS effect .... Are you nervous when
someone wants you to put their hair up
...are you creative to come up with a look
on the spot ? well make sure you come to
this class and i will give you some basic
skills to become an UPDO pro . We will go
over what products to use and
accessories for best result.

An hour of excitement building &learning. Live
fantasy demo will leave you wanting more.
From model selection ,make up Warbrode
and last but not least building fantasy &
avante garde hair the proper way. Let you
fantasy & imagination run wild! Competition
tips for 1,2,3rd place winnings. Lightweight
foundation pieces,color Scheme & model
shapes are just a tip of the iceberg! Step from
behind the chair and get your feet wet with
inspiring fantasy hair that will come alive right
before you eyes! I dare you to bring your
fantasy alive! Your fantasy destination awaits
you !

CELESTE HARRIS
2 New innovative ways to get rid of fat, just lay
down and for 30 minutes fat will be gone
permanently with real results. Change lives while
making millions of dollars!

Learn how to create flawless bridal styles that
last the entire day, give your clients confidence
and look stunning in photography. Tara Miller
is a renowned bridal stylist based in Nassau,
Bahamas. Time is key on the wedding day so
learn the techniques Tara uses to get the bridal
party in and out of the chair quickly and
efficiently.

Let's Kill that BOB
Mon 10:00AM - 90 Min/ Room 242
MUFFEN
Are you the stylist that has gotten stuck with
every client looking the same when they walk
out?  In this class you will learn techniques to
mix and match your styling techniques without
changing your cut by learning new trendy
looks.  I will give you 3 new trendy looks that
can be done in 10 minutes; saving you time to
make more money by getting clients in and
out!

Betty Boop
Sat 12:00PM - 90 Min/ Room 242
LAKITA JUDGE

Up That Do
Sat 2:30PM - 90 Min/ Room 242
MUFFEN

Let Your Fantasy Show
Sun 12:30PM - 90 Min/ Room 242
JEROME DEMONTE'

Get Rid of FAT in 30 Min.
Sun 3:00PM - 90 Min/ Room 242

I Do Bridal Updos
Sun 10:00AM - 90 Min/ Room 242
TARA MILLER
SHAQUANNA YOUNG
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Bang N Bobs
Mon 3:00PM - 90 Min/ Room 242
MICHELINE BARBER
An MPACTFUL approach to textured
disconnected and Contemporary Mod Bobs
with movement and design placement color
and Timeless cutting forms !

Creative Styling Made Simple
Mon 12:30PM - 90 Min/ Room 242
TAMMIE B
Learn simple fundamental techniques to
personalize your everyday styles and spark
your imagination and creativity to create
quality updos with endless possibilities.

5 in on HIFU
(High Intensity Focused Ultrasound)
Mon 3:00PM - 90 Min/ Room 240
MIEISHA MUSAWWIR
HIFU 5 in one (High Intensity Focused
Ultrasound) treatment is a breakthrough in
technology that offers effective non-invasive
facelift, skin tightening, cellulite removal and
vaginal tightening. HIFU can potentially give
the same results as a surgical face lift, but
without the cutting and disrupting your skin’s
surface.
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The SHORTcut to Success
Sat 12:00PM-90 Min/ Room 215
BADD HAIR MONYE
This class will show all the secrets of a
BADD shortcut quickweave and how to
achieve a look in under an hour and how to
maks 1000.00 a day doing quickweaves

Create Instant Replicas With
the New Head-Lock Wig Mold
Tool, PLUS Wig-Mapping!
Sat 12:00PM-90 Min/ Room 217

In less than two minutes, create exact
replica head molds of your clients, for
wig-making!
No Tape!
No Saran Wrap!
No Measurements!
With this Pink Swann “Head-lock” wig-
making tool, your clients will appreciate
and enjoy the experience of choosing
you for their wig-making needs!
Give your clients that Hollywood
experience!

PINK SWANN BEAUTY

Hair Prosthetics 101
Sat 2:30PM-90 Min/ Room 215

Get on the fast track and learn more
about hair prosthetics. The different
types of ventilating methods, hair
textures, base materials and using the
correct terminology. How to generate
revenue to help grow your new profound
business.. Our information will help you
better service your clients & help you
profit financially. You will leave our
seminar with tools to take your business
to the next level.

DR S THOMAS D SC

Let's Link Up
Sun 10:00AM-90 Min/ Room 215
THE LC EXPERIENCE
In this class you will learn to link up with the latest
techniques of Micolink and I-tip install design.

Women Wear Weaves, Why Can’t Men?
Sun 10:00AM-90 Min/ Room 217

Let’s talk about Medical Hairloss Restoration. Do
you have hairloss clients experiencing Alopecia,
Thinning, Chemotherapy, etc.? Come learn the
appropriate solutions and installations on
medical hair replacement for men and women.
Gain knowledge on how to become a medical
provider and how to get paid through the health
insurance for your medical hairloss clients.

NICOLE FERGUSON

It's Time for the WIG
Sat 2:30PM-90 Min/ Room 217

Making a wig is more than sewing hair to a cap.
The wrong cap size, sewing method, track
placement or lace installation will determine if a
wig looks natural or WIGGY. Join Eunice to learn
the tricks of the trade in wig making that will
elevate your skills. This class will cover proper
measurements, when and how to apply bands,
sewing machine vs. hand stitching, adhesive
selection and more. Seasoned wig makers and
stylist seeking to join the wig making industry
should attend this class. After this class your
mind will explode with the endless possibilities
of creating custom units and the increased
income you will gain.

EUNICE JOHNSON
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Get Linked In
Sun 3:00PM-90 Min/ Room 217
THE LC EXPERIENCE
In this class you will learn the latest
trends in micro link installations and how
to link it up with sewin installs.

So You Say You Can Sew?

ADRIAN TABB
Sewn Installations have become a major
service in the salon. With so many
requests, its time to evaluate the integrity
of this service!!! Let's discuss what to
consider before, during, and after your
installation. Is your guest a candidate? If so
what technique will you use? Let's also
discuss frontals, closures, bundles and
alternatives to traditional installations!

Sun 12:30PM-90 Min/ Room 215

The Methodology of  A
Natural Looking Short Weave
Sun 3:00PM -90 Min/ Room 215
IRENE COATES
Are you struggling with creating a natural-
looking short weave style that is
undetectable? This class will show you how
to maximize your bottom dollar and
increase your clientele by teaching you
weave placement, product knowledge,
cutting, and styling. Not to mention simple
marketing print that will drive in more
clients.

Tape in Extensions:
Increase Your Revenue by 100K
Mon 10:00AM-90 Min/ Room 215

In this hands on course you will learn how to
properly install tape in extensions. Tape-in
extensions are an alternative to sew-ins and
other traditional weave options. They are
versatile and can add length and volume to
your clients' hair. This proven technique will
add to the range and diversity of your clientele
and most importantly increase your revenue.
Come see how Johanne has used this
technique to increase her salon revenue by
more than 100k annually.

JO

Beat and Blunt
Sun 12:30PM-90 Min/ Room 217
DEEBEATZHAIR
In this class you will learn how to do a proper
blunt cut closure Bob.
Class will cover
- Proper quick weave consultation
- Best lasting molding methods
- Correct track placement
- Quick closure install
- Proper blunt cut cutting methods
- Perfect products for quick weaves
- Beat hair to use for quick weaves
- Simple photo hacks for hair pics.
And how to have fun while living what you do.
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Lacing Up Your Cash Flow 2021
Mon 10:00AM-90 Min/ Room 217
THE MESHA LEE
Lacing Up Your Cash Flow: NO BALDS
SPOT OR THINNING EDGES
Subject(s): PREPARE AND INSTALL LACE
WIG. REMOVAL. HOW TO AVOID BALD
SPOTS AND THINNING EDGES
Topic: LACE WIGS and frontals
No prerequisite needed
The goal of this class is to show
participants how to prepare,install, and
properly remove a lace wig/lace frontal. A
major issue is traction Alopecia from use
of these units. In this session we will
share techniques to help avoid this. We
will also share with products used to
maintain scalp health and aid in hair
growth.
We will also show them how to make
alterations with a sewing machine. Share
the information on how to add hair to
wigs, make wigs and more.
Time Allotment: 3 hours (can be shorten)
WORKSHOP. Live Models and handouts
Direct Instruction: Share information
Check for Understanding Q & A
Asking lots of questions throughout the
lesson to make sure that students are
feeling comfortable with all of this
exciting new information.

What's the Flow11?
Mon 12:30PM-90 Min/ Room 217

As we know being a weaveologist is one of
our leading beauty trends. Let's explore some
easy techniques and concepts to give your
clients that flawless natural flow for bonding
or sewing solutions. Track placement is key to
the natural flow and knowing with technique
is best for client is gold. Preforming a closure,
frontal, leave out, or invisible part method is
cash. Let's flow and grow this industry money
maker.

KIKI

The Weave Buddy
Mon 3:00PM-120 Min/ Room 215
THE WEAVE BUDDY
A God given invention. The Weave Buddy
Hairline & Scalp Protectors. Making Stress
Free Hair Installations Possible.

Mon 12:30PM-90 Min/ Room 215
DR. S THOMAS D SC
Get on the cutting edge and learn more about
hair prosthetics for clients with severe hair
loss. Learn the difference in hair textures,
measuring clients heads correctly and
terminology. How to be successful in your new
business. Hair Color matching and methods.

Prosthetics 101

Beat and Razored
Mon 3:00PM-90 Min/ Room 217
DEEBEATZHAIR
In this class you will learn my famous razored
feathered closure bob
In this class you will learn
- proper lasting molding methods
- Laces closure placement
- Lace closure install for quick weaves
- Proper tracking
- Proper bob cutting techniques
- Styling a razored bob
- Proper products for quick weaves
- Proper hair for quick weaves
- Social media pic taking and posting
- And so much more
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